Balloon
Decoration

Balloon decoration
A plain venue can be turned into a stunning setting with colour co-ordinated balloons and
accessories. This brochure contains balloon arrangements for all occasions but if you require
something different please don’t hesitate to ask. Unless otherwise stated, prices quoted are for top
quality 11" latex balloons. Foil balloons are available at a supplement.

Duo balloon bunches
The cheapest way to decorate a room. Each bunch
includes two latex balloons of either the same or
two colours complete with matching ribbons and
weight.
£4.00 per bunch

Trio balloon bunches
The most popular way to decorate tables at parties,
weddings, dinner dances and prom nights. Each
bunch includes three latex balloons in either one,
two or three different colours complete with
matching ribbons and weight.
£5.00 per bunch

Five balloon bunches
A more eye-catching bunch especially suited to high ceiling rooms.
Bunches can be placed as table centrepieces or on the floor around
walls, a stage or dance floor. Each bunch includes five latex balloons
of your colour choice complete with matching ribbons and weight.
£7.00 per bunch

String-of-pearl arches
A balloon arch can be used in a variety of ways.
Small arches can be placed over the cake table to
showcase your birthday/wedding cake. Medium
arches can be used to enhance a buffet table or as
a backdrop to the top table at a wedding. Large
arches can be placed outside the function room
entrance for guests to walk through upon arrival.
£25.00 for small arch (up to 9 balloons)
£35.00 for medium arch (10-19 balloons)
£45.00 for large arch (20-29 balloons)

Columns
A column of spiralling balloons either side of a
function room door make a great entrance. Each
column comprises 40 balloons in either a single or
two colours (these could be your wedding colours or
corporate colours). The columns can be joined with
a small string-of-pearl arch to make an archway.
£40.00 per column
£100.00 for two columns plus string-of-pearl arch

Balloon trees
For something a little different a balloon 'tree' can be planted
each side of an entrance. This feature can be made in either a
single colour or two colours. Each section consists of 12
balloons and tulle or organza fabric acts as the 'trunk' linking
the top and bottom part of the ‘tree’.
£40.00 each

Celebration balloon bunches
An arrangement of one 18” foil balloon floating above four 11”
latex balloons. The foil balloon can display an age or message and
the latex balloons can be one or two colours. Price includes colour
co-ordinating ribbons and weight.
£8.00 per bunch

Mixed balloon bunches
A tall bunch of three 11” latex balloons and two 18” foil balloons. The latex
balloons are available in plain colours or printed with various wording or
designs. The foil balloons can display an age or message. Price includes
colour co-ordinating ribbons and weight.
£10.00 per bunch

Foil balloon bunches
A balloon bunch made from three shaped 18" foil balloons complete
with ribbons and weight. Ideally suited to special occasions such as
weddings, christenings, significant birthdays and anniversaries.
Bunches can be placed on tables or floors.
£9.00 per bunch

Octopus balloons
A fun addition to any child's or 'under the sea'
themed party! The 16" balloon body with cute
smiling face is attached to brightly coloured
‘tentacles’.
£5.00 each

Animal balloons
A large foil animal head on top of a latex balloon base. Choose
from jolly giraffe, hilarious horse, zany zebra, contented cow,
mischievous monkey, tickled tiger, playful pig or lovable lion. A
cheery addition to any animal themed event!
£10.00 each

Character balloons
A giant foil balloon that stands on the floor and will delight any child
for weeks. Available as Mickey Mouse (52” high), Minnie Mouse (52”
high), Buzz Lightyear (53” high), Winnie The Pooh (37” high), Bugs
Bunny (82” high), Tweety Pie (37” high), Hello Kitty (50” high),
Elmo (54” high), Spongebob Squarepants (46” high), Dora The
Explorer (52” high), bride (48” high) or groom (50” high). Most of
these characters can hold a foil balloon displaying a message or age
for a £2.50 supplement.
£20.00 each

Giant balloon bunches
An arrangement of a giant 30” balloon with four 11” and four 5”
balloons beneath it joined to a weight with a length of tulle.
Available in a wide range of colours. Two bunches make a great
entrance feature placed each side of a door or three bunches
joined together with tulle make an alternative backdrop to a top
table at a wedding. The giant balloons are also available in white
or ivory with ’just married’ printed on them.
£20.00 per bunch

Giant number balloons
Foil balloons shaped as numbers 0-9 measuring
between 38” and 44” high. Available in silver,
gold, black, magenta pink or sapphire blue.
Letters A-Z also available in silver or gold. Price
includes matching ribbon and weight.
£10.00 each

Giant foil balloons
Make your event more spectacular with a foil balloon
measuring between 32” and 42” high that should float for
weeks. Many designs available including champagne bottle,
champagne glass, baby booties, graduation cap, playing cards,
butterfly, sunshine face, birthday cake, pirate ship, cadillac
car, ‘I love you’ heart, skull and cross bones, various sea
creatures, animals, flowers and cartoon characters. Price
includes ribbon and weight.
£7.00 each for 32” to 36” balloons
£8.00 each for 37” to 42” balloons

Balloon flowers
Balloon ‘flowers’ can be a great alternative to traditional
balloon bunches, especially as decor for summer events. Each
flower arrangement consists of 12 smaller 5” balloons, a
‘stem’ made from cane and a flower pot. And the pot is yours
to take home and keep!
£7.00 each

Single foil balloons
An 18” round foil balloon filled with helium and attached to a
colour co-ordinating ribbon and weight. Balloon messages
available include ‘happy birthday’, ‘happy engagement’, ‘hen
night’, 'just married', ‘it’s a boy’, ‘it’s a girl’, ‘on your
christening’,
‘happy
25th
anniversary',
'happy
40th
anniversary', 'happy 50th anniversary', 'happy 60th
anniversary', 'I love you' and ages for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th,
18th, 21st, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th and 80th birthdays.
£2.50 each

Single latex balloons
An 11” latex balloon filled with helium and attached
to a colour co-ordinating ribbon. These can either
be tied to seatbacks or allowed to float to the
ceiling above a dance floor to create a balloon
canopy. Also suitable for a balloon release. Choice
of 66 colours (see chart on next page).
£1.00 each

Colour chart
11” latex balloons are available in the following colours:

Party accessories
Enhance your table decor with the following:

Table confetti
Add some sparkle to your tables with metallic
confetti. Available in more than 50 designs and
colours. Shapes include stars, hearts, dots, bells,
doves, glasses, balloons, red lips, smiling faces or
bride and groom. Messages include ’just married’,
’it’s a boy’, ’it’s a girl’, ’happy birthday’, ‘happy
anniversary’,
happy
retirement’
or
‘congratulations’. Numbers include 18, 21, 25, 30,
40, 50, 60, 90 or 100. Each bag contains enough
confetti for three large round tables.
£2.50 per bag

Party poppers
Let your celebration go with a bang with multicoloured party poppers on the tables. Fun for all
ages!
£0.05 each

Delivery and set up charges
A delivery and set up charge applies. This varies depending on location of the venue and travel
distance required. Please see below table. Other areas are available - just ask!

Postcode

DE5, DE7, DE55, DE56, DE75, NG6, NG15, NG16

Charge

£5.00

DE1, DE3, DE21, DE22, DE23, DE24, DE65, DE72, DE74, NG1, NG2, NG3,
NG4, NG5, NG7, NG8, NG9, NG10, NG11, NG12, NG14, NG17, NG18,
NG19, NG80, NG90

£10.00

DE4, DE6, DE13, DE14, DE15, DE45, DE73, LE11, LE12, LE65, LE67, NG13,
NG20, NG21, NG22, NG25

£15.00

DE11, DE12, LE1, LE2, LE3, LE4, LE5, LE6, LE7, LE8, LE9, LE13, LE14,
LE19, LE21, LE95, NG23, NG24, NG31, NG32

£20.00

LE10, LE15, LE16, LE17, LE18, LE87, NG33, NG34

£25.00
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